T.V.R. (Tractor Vertirake)
- Golf course fairways, Municipal Parks, Sports pitches.

P.V.R. (Pedestrian Vertirake)
- for Golf greens, Bowling greens, Cricket pitches and Tennis courts.

These two machines have been designed to remove all the thatch, thus stimulating recovery and growth of strong healthy grasses. You will find that each machine will clear the difficult dead, matted, fibrous grass that is so often so difficult to get rid of.

We have a machine for every purpose from the small golf green to the largest Municipal playing fields. One great labour saving device we have fitted on our P.V.R. model is the very large glass fibre collecting box which saves an enormous amount of time and energy that would otherwise be wasted in sweeping up afterwards.

Write for full information on Vertirakes to:

H. PATTISSON & CO. LTD.
STANMORE HILL WORKS - STANMORE MIDDLESEX.
Tel: 01-954 4171
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Everything you need in turf maintenance & equipment

And there's more for you in the Parker Package!

FREE Turf Advisory Service • Big selection of grass seeds, including Mommersteeg pedigree mixtures • Parker's own "Verdant" range of fertilisers and grass seeds • Watering Equipment and Disease Control products • Complete After-Sales Service for Mowers, Tractors & Machinery.

Parker are main distributors for Leyland Tractors
Sisis • Lodge • Ransomes • Dennis • Hayter • Allen
Flymo • May & Baker • Synchemicals • Proctor Nets
Perfecto Golf Accessories • Deckson

Find out more about the Parker Package. Write for our complete catalogue.

T. PARKER & SONS (Turf Management) LTD.
Worcester Park, SURREY.
Tel: 01-337 7791 (10 lines) 01-337 0861.
"THE GREAT ALONE"

WE are as a race sometimes over critical, influenced by the criticisms to be read of the performance of our players when engaged in international events. Thereby increasing the pressure on them.

Criticism, my dictionary tells me: “Judging of merit ....”. Any reader will know that at times, reporting and criticism are married. Inevitably, selection committees are the target for those who deem their acumen to be superior to that of experienced players, some still active, some in retirement.

It happens in golf. I write from the experience of knowing well the opinions expressed by club golfers, and a fairly good guess can be made which papers they read, or for that matter the magazine they peruse.

Tony Jacklin is an example. Because at an early age he achieved the double of the Open and the American Open, he was hailed as one of the greats. That was deserved. Ever since, reports or references about him concentrate on his failures. Failures there have been. Is it desirable to make these the target? For the time being is it not sufficient to say he was not among the leaders? The list of scores will tell us all we want to know.

It can be said that he altered his mode of living rather widely and quickly. A large house and a highly expensive car were seized upon as good copy. His recent departure for the island of Jersey made the headlines. I do not remember Guy Wolstenholme being the subject of reproach when he took up residence in Australia.

Henry Cotton, once established, had a fascinating car, with large, ringed snakes crawling out of the bonnet. I suspect that car still has a corner in his heart. He too, was now and again the dartboard of disapproval, not because of his play. That was beyond question. There were several others (Walter Hagen) to whom the game has meant riches. The salient point is that it called for many years of unrelenting toil before they reached the top.

Therein may lie the secret of Jacklin. The road was a short one, but it is a long lane that has no turning.

The student of the historical ‘greats’, contending against a lesser number of international players as is the case today, knows that they did not always win when they competed. Bobby Jones did not. Palmer, Nicklaus, Player and Trevino do not always suprime. But for the intervention of the war, Cotton would have numbered among them, they were not subjected to derogatory remarks on these lapses. If, indeed they were lapses.

Before the days of television, golf was...
PATTISON IN THE WEST

DEREK RUSSELL

Handsome, debonaire, confident—some of the words used by him when we said we want to print something about you—actually he is not a bad looking chap in a rugged old fashioned sort of way, two smashing kids and a very charming wife, fond of the country and enjoys meeting people—in fact he is just the man to promote Pattisons new van sales delivery service.

Calling on Golf Clubs from his local centre in the west country Derek is able to offer immediate delivery from the wide range of our equipment carried by his van.

Buy The Best—From The Best—Get The Best Service

H. PATTISSON & CO.
STANMORE, MIDDLESEX
01-954 4171

S. H. GOSS & CO.

WEED CONTROL SPECIALISTS

Selective or Total Weed Control
Grass Growth Retarding
Brushwood Control
Aquatic Weeds
also
Worm Control
Fertilisers Applied

Fairoaks,
Little Warley,
Hall Lane,
Brentwood, Essex
Telephone: Brentwood 216107
well covered in print, but the press concentrated on successes. The reading then was in the main, leisurely accounts of the leading players (including several famous amateurs) with little comment on their mishaps. As Burton Stevenson wrote: "The only things worth remembering about a great man are his greatnesses; his littlenesses are of no importance."

That is not to suggest that defeats should be ignored, news is news. There are times when it is difficult to escape the impression of a vendetta against a player. The senior, experienced writers on the 'circuit' do not transgress in this manner.

Cameras are the main bugbear of the competing professional. Hogan held a strong dislike of them. In appearance, the epitome of the phlegmatic was Bobby Locke. Yet, I recall him taking exception to the 1949 Open at Royal St. George's. Nobody made any comment about these two. Tony Jacklin during a European championship, was the target of opprobrium for his attitude to persistent photographers.

The tournament professional is working, playing, in strictest sense, is an euphemism. A fact too often disregarded by the spectators. At such times the golfer is the loneliest person in the world. There he is, alone with his God, who may or may not be in a testy mood, on a tightly mown sward. The centre of a circle of people, the silence electric, while he concentrates on directing the ball into a cup 4½ inches in diameter. Thousands of pounds may be involved.

It is then that a tiny noise, blowing a nose, the click of a camera, the scratch of a cigarette lighter or match, impinge on taut nerves like a sudden clap of thunder. None can fully know the pressure he is under. There is, though, a temptation to ask the more acid critics, the verbal as well the writers, in the words of Robert Service:

"Have you ever been out in the great alone ...?"

---

**TORO®**

**par for the course!**

For experience, technique and sheer professionalism Toro pop-up sprinklers are right for your course. Toro waters greens, tees and fairways automatically at night—ensuring maximum hours of play. Toro provide the complete design, installation and after-sales service through their appointed Distributors. Speak to any one of them now, you'll be in good company — Toro are already helping to keep 300 U.K. courses up to par!

**TORO 640**

pop-up sprinkler — it disappears below ground after watering!

**Your nearest Toro appointed Distributor**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J. R. Stutt Ltd.</td>
<td>Potterhill, Paisley PA2 6PZ, Refrew, 041 884 2226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipercraft Ltd.</td>
<td>Broad Lane, Cottenham, Cambs, 0954 50808 CB4 4SW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright &amp; Rain Limited</td>
<td>Flatland Rd, Newton Flotman, Norwich NR15 1OX, Tel. Smallwood 402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Wallis-Titt &amp; Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>Woodcock Rd, Warminster, Wilts, BA12 9DP, 098 52 3276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. A. Yates &amp; Sons Ltd.</td>
<td>Berchtolm, Sandbach, Tel. Smallwood 226, also at Kirkgate Commercial Centre, Wakefield, WF1 5OL 0924 70803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Wallis Titt &amp; Co. Ltd.</td>
<td>Woodcock Rd, Warminster, Wilts, BA12 9DP, 098 52 3276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. A. Yates &amp; Sons (Sandbach) Ltd.</td>
<td>Berchtolm, Sandbach, Tel. Smallwood 226, also at Kirkgate Commercial Centre, Wakefield, WF1 5OL 0924 70803</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Marketed throughout the U.K. by

TORO IRRIGATION LIMITED
P.O. BOX 2 RINGWOOD BH24 2JD HANTS.
HEAD GREENKEEPER REQUIRED

Salary negotiable.
Modern two bedroomed flat.
(All mod. cons.)
Rent Free available.

Please apply with references in writing to The Hon. Secretary, Dudley Golf Club, Turners Hill, Rowley Regis, Warley, Worcs.

HUXLEYS HIRE
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL USER
Sometimes the purchase of equipment is not economic. We offer for hire specialised machinery for that seasonal job. Send for brochure and price list.

FOR SALE
Recently overhauled Ransomes-Hahn Tournament Triplex Tractor with Greens Units, Tee Units, Verticut Reels and Spiker Units, in good order: £1,700 complete—Turf Machinery (London) Ltd., 65-67 Hagden Lane, Watford. Tel: 26339/20480
W R I T E R ’ S  C R A M P ?

IN our April issue we published details of a scheme, sponsored by Ransomes, whereby they would offer cash prizes for the best articles, written by members of the B. G. G. A. on certain specified subjects.

To date the response has been disappointing to say the least. Having listened to Greenkeepers discoursing their knowledge on all subjects, including Greenkeeping at length at social functions it would appear that readers either did not see the item in the April issue for which reason it is repeated below, or they have mislaid their pens, in which case the Editor will send a pen to any aspiring author F. O. C., or they are too nervous in which case I recommend two large whiskies, quickly followed by a burst of writing.

As it is now those few of you who do not fall into these categories and have submitted articles will win by default and a great fund of real knowledge will be wasted, as Tennyson put it, "like fragrance wasted on the desert air".

W O U L D  A L L  W R I T E R S  S T A N D  U P A N D  B E  C O U N T E D ?

IN an effort to improve the spread of knowledge and information amongst all engaged in greenkeeping Ransomes have very generously offered cash prizes for editorial contributions to the British Golf Greenkeeper.

After consultation, an initial six subjects have been selected and for the best contribution on each subject a prize of £10 will be awarded with £5 for the runner-up. No limit on the number of words is stipulated and the prizes are not for journalism but for practical advice which could be of value to other greenkeepers.

The suggested subjects are:
1. Advantages or Disadvantages of the use of winter greens.
2. The need and advantages of aerifying fairways.
4. Reducing the fertiliser bill by extending some roughs and carries.
5. Raising the standard of the tee areas to that of the approaches.
6. Are triples greens mowers bringing signs of extra wear on greens as forecast when they were introduced to the world golf market. Have you found any additional programme has been necessary to combat any ill effects they may have created?

The winning entries will be published in the B.G.G. Closing date for entries which should be addressed to the Editor is June 5th.

G O L F  A T  W A L T O N  H E A T H

MANY members will be visiting the Walton Heath Area for the Annual Tournament and AGM in August and also for the International Greenkeepers Tournament and the 2nd British Turfgrass Symposium in October. For their benefit Don Major of the Southern Section has kindly contributed the following list of hotels within 10-15 minutes driving time from Walton Heath.

Burford Bridge Hotel, Dorking,—Dorking 4561; The Bell Inn, West Street, Dorking,—Dorking 2801; Bridge House Hotel, Reigate,—Reigate 46801; Cranleigh Hotel, 41 West Street, Reigate,—Reigate 40600, 43468; Drift Bridge Hotel, Epsom,—Burgh Heath 52163; Dukes Head, Brockham Green,—Betchworth 2023; Punch Bowl Motel, Reigate Road, Dorking,—Dorking 81935, 2041; Star and Garter Hotel, London Road, Dorking,—Dorking 2820, 5503; Tadworth Hotel & Country Club, Tadworth,—Tadworth 3503; White Horse Hotel, Dorking,—Dorking 81138; Warren Lodge Hotel, Brighton Road, Kingswood,—Mogador 2863; Epsom Downs Hotel, Longdown Road, Epsom,—Epsom 21639; White House Hotel, Downs Hill Road, Epsom,—Epsom 22472; Angleside Guest House, 27 Ashley Road, Epsom,—Epsom 24303; Linden House Hotel, College Road, Epsom.
WE’VE GOT A GREAT REPUTATION TO MAINTAIN.

If you’re responsible for maintaining turf, you already know Jacobsen turf care equipment and the high reputation they enjoy amongst groundsmen all over the world.

You may not know that Jacobsen products are available from a national network of Main Distributors and Dealers throughout the U.K. They carry all the stocks you need of essential spares, and they offer a highly qualified technical back-up service. They, too, are maintaining our reputation.

The Commercial 60 is one of the hardest working professionals in the Jacobsen range. The 19 h.p. engine powers a 60” rotary cutter which will deal with the toughest grass areas - level, or lumpy or steeply sloping. The finish on the turf is perfect!

Jacobsen main distributors

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
BEDFORDSHIRE
Turf Equipment Services Ltd
Saffron Walden 079 984 303

CUMBRIA
NORTHUMBERLAND
DURHAM CLEVELAND
NORTH YORKSHIRE
Fewsters Agricultural Services Ltd
Hexham 3611
Darlington 67554

LANCASTER
WEST AND SOUTH YORKSHIRE
CHESHIRE
GREATER MANCHESTER
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
DERBYSHIRE
Fearno Ltd
Sheffield 074 15 2181

SCOTLAND
A. & J. Bowen & Co. Ltd
Glenrothes 758266
ESSEX KENT
EAST SUSSEX
EAST LONDON
W. Grant Currie Ltd
Epping 73750
Brighton 64433
HUMBERTON
LINCOLNSHIRE
LEICESTERSHIRE
Achurch & Sons Ltd
Horncastle 3411
Louth 2304/5
Woodhall Spa 52141
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
OXFORDSHIRE
BERKSHIRE SURREY
John Wilder (Agricultural) Ltd
Wallingford 36636
Reading 53204
Bracknell 20458

CORNWALL DEVON
SOMERSET AVON
WILTSHIRE GWENT
GLAMORGAN
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Kellands Ltd
Bridgwater 8111
Bath 858288

NORFOLK
SUFFOLK
John Riches (Agricultural) Ltd
Norwich 56155
Wrentham 285
Melton 2801
Sculthorpe 2333

WALES
STAFFORDSHIRE
WARWICKSHIRE
WEST MIDLANDS
SHROPSHIRE
HEREFORDSHIRE
WORCESTERSHIRE
Kings Heath Mowers Ltd
Birmingham 021 444 2746
Stoke-on-Trent 0782 23431

DORSET
HAMPSHIRE
WEST SUSSEX
B. A. Rolfe & Sons Ltd
Romsey 513185

SOLE U.K. CONCESSIONAIRES
Rolfe’s International Turf Equipment Winchester Hill,
Romsey Hampshire. Romsey 513185